Accelerated heavy particles and the lens. VI. RBE studies at low doses.
We report on the prevalence, hazard, and relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for various stages of lens opacification in rats induced by very low doses of fast argon ions of LET 88 keV/microns, compared to those for X rays. Doses of argon ions from 0.01 to 0.25 Gy were used and RBEs of these ions relative to X rays estimated using a nonparametric technique. At the end of the follow-up period, which encompasses a significant fraction of the animals' lifetime, 90% confidence intervals for the RBE of the argon ions relative to X rays were 4-8 at 0.25 Gy, 10-40 at 0.05 Gy, and 50-100 at 0.01 Gy. Our results are consistent with the point-estimate neutron RBEs in Japanese A-bomb survivors, though broad confidence bounds are present in the Japanese results. If a reasonable extrapolation to higher doses is used, our results are also consistent with data reported earlier at higher doses for argon-ion cataractogenesis in rats, mice, and rabbits. We conclude from these results that at very low doses the RBE for cataractogenesis from HZE particles in space is considerably more than 20, and use of a quality factor of at least 50 would be prudent.